A summation method B is said to be stronger than a method A if the set of ,4-summable sequences is contained in the set of Bsummable sequences. The purpose of this paper is to study inclusion relations between methods for other sets of sequences. In the first section we shall introduce the notation. In the second we prove the two main theorems, and present some applications in the third part. Finally we shall mention possible generalizations and corresponding theorems for absolute summability.
A summation method B is said to be stronger than a method A if the set of ,4-summable sequences is contained in the set of Bsummable sequences. The purpose of this paper is to study inclusion relations between methods for other sets of sequences. In the first section we shall introduce the notation. In the second we prove the two main theorems, and present some applications in the third part. Finally we shall mention possible generalizations and corresponding theorems for absolute summability. With £l(n) denoting a positive monotonic function, defined for all natural numbers2 we shall let [A, 0(0,)] stand for the set of all sequences {sn} for which o-n = 0(0(n)), w->°o. The symbol [.4, o(fl)] is defined in a similar way. We say, the method C=(c",) satisfies the mean value condition (9JJ), if to any pair of integers n^m there exists a third integer n' such that where K is a constant depending only on the method CJ It has been shown by Jurkat and Peyerimhoff [4] , that many important methods satisfy the condition (SDc), e.g. the (C, k) methods for 0^&^1, and the Riesz methods for O^&gl.4 Proof. We have
Since fl(») is monotonic increasing, Q(w')/^(f') =0(1) and hence the proof is complete.
Remarks. and (c",) is a matrix method which transforms every bounded sequence \d,} into a null sequence \Tn}. Condition
(1) implies that Cn*->0 as n-* oo ; therefore we can apply the theorem by Schur6 to the effect that under these circumstances The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2. If, in Theorem 3 we take A to be the method (C, k') and B to be the method (C, k) where k<k', we find the Corollary 3. Let the sequence {sn} be (C, k')-summable and let
then the sequence is (C, k)-summable.
Theorem 3 also furnishes a simple proof for the following wellknown theorem. The proof is along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2. Application of this theorem shows, that Corollaries 3 and 4 still hold, if reworded for absolute summability.
